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Abstract: It is claimed that journalism is facing a far-reaching crisis, with mainstream news 
becoming ever less independent and informative, and therefore less trusted by publics. In re-
sponse to this journalistic crisis, what has been termed the “fifth estate” – news satire – has 
flourished globally in recent years. A fertile area of scholarship has sprung up around it, arguing 
that it plays an important role in contemporary democracy. This article aims to contribute to 
these debates around the social functions of both news and news satire by bringing questions 
of memory and forgetting to these discussions. Firstly, it argues that, linked to acceleration 
under capitalism, news is a key site of the production of amnesia, and that this media amnesia 
has ideological outcomes. Secondly, it shows how television news satires both critique and 
attempt to make sense of the news, and to some extent counter the amnesiac tendencies of 
news by giving it a memory. In doing this, to some extent news satires thus resist the ideolog-
ical work performed by news-forgetting along multiple dimensions. The article explores five 
memory practices in two news satires: The Daily Show (US) and Newswipe (UK).  
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While news is in theory supposed to serve a democratic function, informing citizens of 
what is happening in the world and thereby enabling them to make informed political 
decisions, in practice mainstream news is confusing, slippery and disorienting. In the 
words of British satirist Charlie Brooker in the first episode of his TV series Newswipe, 
“it’s like tuning in to episode 803 of the world’s most complex soap opera”. This alien-
ating characteristic of news can be identified as a key aspect of what many scholars 
claim is a far-reaching crisis in journalism, with the advent of “hypercommercialisation” 
in the neoliberal era and the loss of advertising revenues associated with the move 
online (McChesney 1999). As a result, it is claimed that mainstream news is becoming 
ever less independent and informative, and therefore less trusted by publics (see Da-
vies 2009; Fenton 2010; Schifferes 2015). In this sense news potentially plays (not 
necessarily intentionally) a hegemonic role, helping to preserve the status quo by con-
founding rather than informing the citizenry. This journalistic crisis has come to a head 
recently in the outcry over ‘fake news’ and its possible role in the election of US presi-
dent Donald Trump. While nowadays ‘fake news’ is associated with social media, in 
the US it is in many ways the context of television news, with its extreme political par-
tisanship and its “truthiness” (Jones 2009), that has enabled the spread of ‘fake news’ 
and ‘alternative facts’. 
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In response to this journalistic crisis, what has been termed the “fifth estate” (Sotos 
2007) – news satire – has flourished globally in recent years, again online and espe-
cially on television. The “fifth estate” in this formulation keeps in check the “fourth es-
tate” – journalism – which is failing in its democratic duties to hold the powerful to 
account and inform the citizenry. A fertile area of scholarship has sprung up around it 
(see Jones 2010; Baym and Jones 2012; Gray et al. 2009). Jones (2010) claims that 
the blossoming of news satire indicates a shift in the West’s “regime of truth”, with 
mainstream journalism losing its status as the prime purveyor of reality. Interestingly, 
if you enter “fake news” into a Google Scholar search, the first page of hits is not related 
to the false stories circulating on social media but to ‘fake news’ satires like The Daily 
Show and The Colbert Report (this is probably in large part due to the much slower 
tempo of academic publishing compared to popular media). These are a very different 
animal. Baym (2005) contends that, far from undermining democracy, ‘fake news’ sat-
ires are not fake at all but represent a new kind of journalism advocating a more “de-
liberative democracy”.  
This article aims to contribute to these debates around the social functions of both 
news and news satire by bringing questions of memory and forgetting to these discus-
sions. Firstly, it argues that news is a key site of the production of amnesia and that 
this amnesia should be thought of as playing a critical role in the ideological work per-
formed by journalism. The first part of the article will outline a typology of news forget-
ting and connect different types of forgetting found in news content to critical theory on 
both acceleration and amnesia as a phenomenon of capitalism. Secondly, the article 
will move on to show how, using humour, television news satires both critique and 
attempt to make sense of the news, and to some extent counter the amnesiac tenden-
cies of news, by giving it a memory. It will explore a range of memory practices in two 
news satires, namely The Daily Show (US) and Newswipe (UK).  
Curiously, the field of cultural memory studies does not usually engage with the 
critical theory on amnesia. Furthermore, while a handful of scholars have written about 
the ways in which journalism uses memory (Lang and Lang 1989; Edy 1999; Zelizer 
1992; Schudson 1992), news forgetting, though it is often remarked upon (see Bag-
dikian 2004), does not appear to have been the subject of sustained scholarly atten-
tion; neither has news satire been studied from the perspective of memory. This article 
therefore aims to contribute new insights to three fields: to bring media amnesia and 
satire to cultural memory studies, amnesia to journalism and media studies, and 
memory and forgetting to satire studies. The salience of doing this has to do with the 
hegemonic or counter-hegemonic roles of memory and forgetting in two important cul-
tural forms: news and news satire. The article begins with a brief overview of relevant 
theories of memory and forgetting, then moves to a discussion of news forgetting be-
fore considering the memory work performed by satire. 
1. Memory and Forgetting 
The field of ‘cultural’, ‘social’ or ‘collective’ memory is very dispersed and is approached 
from disciplines such as sociology, psychology, literary criticism, history, art history, 
political science and media studies (Olick and Robbins 1998, 106). There has been 
criticism that the field as a whole has swerved into the territory of trauma and person-
alised memory, and that this has depoliticised memory studies, which should have at 
its core questions of power (see Radstone 2005). There are strands of memory re-
search, however, that do focus on the “quintessential sociological” issues of power, 
hegemony, ideology and stratification (Olick and Robbins 1998, 122), including some 
of the work on “media memory” (see Meyers et al. 2014), which emphasises the roles 
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of different media and genres in cultural memory (though satire has not, to my 
knowledge, been studied from this angle).  
Scholars have approached the workings of memory on different levels. Some theo-
rise memory and/or forgetting on the ‘macro’ level, in relation to certain phases of cap-
italism or capitalism itself – as being bound up with the mode of production and accu-
mulation. Adorno and Benjamin (1999) identified a crisis in memory stemming from the 
forgetting at the heart of the commodity – forgetting of the social relations involved in 
commodity production. Huyssen (1995) sees postmodern culture as being obsessed 
with memory. Paradoxically, this obsession comes from a fear of forgetting generated 
by the acceleration and information overload of late capitalism. Other research focuses 
on the ‘meso’ level of individual memory practices and their role in articulating identities 
and negotiating power relations (Olick and Robbins 1998, 122; Basu 2012; Bijl 2015; 
Erll 2011; Rigney 2017; De Cesari and Rigney 2014). Connections are not always 
made between the two levels.  
Work within media studies has trodden both terrains. Those using network theory, 
for example, have seen memory as transforming in the age of Web 2.0 and becoming 
“connective” rather than “collective” (Hoskins 2009). This work, while concerned with 
the ‘macro’ level of memory, tends to emphasise technological innovation rather than 
social relations. While journalism has been somewhat neglected by memory studies, 
there is now a body of scholarship on the ‘meso’ level of journalistic memory practices 
as well as other media memory practices. Journalistic memory can help negotiate na-
tional trauma (Kitch 2011); it can be used by politicians to improve their public image 
(Berkowitz 2011); or help journalists consolidate their own authority (Zelizer 1992; 
Schudson 1992). Edy (1999) offers a typology of ways journalists use the past, identi-
fying commemorative journalism, historical analogies and historical context. She anal-
yses the functions of each, the extent to which they enable critical reflection on the 
past and connect the past with the present. While there is now a collection of work on 
journalistic memory, there is very little on journalistic forgetting. This is despite the fact 
that forgetting seems to be a much more conspicuous feature of news than remem-
bering, and can have serious social implications. 
2. News Forgetting 
I will now outline a typology of news forgetting and link this to theories of amnesia as 
a phenomenon of capitalism, before moving on to explore how news satire “gives the 
news a memory”. As mentioned, some critical theory has identified amnesia as a per-
vasive feature of capitalism (Kurz 2009; Jameson 2011). Kurz (2009, 30) writes that 
“the total market system does not merely gloss over its own history; to a great extent 
it even erases it. ‘Homo economicus’ has as it were the same perception of time as a 
small child”. This is caused partly by the acceleration that is built into capitalism as a 
mode of accumulation (Rosa 2015; Fuchs 2015; Harvey 1990): companies are always 
trying to produce and sell more and faster. Under these speeded-up conditions, reality 
becomes “liquid” (Bauman 2007), and it is increasingly difficult to orient ourselves in 
time and space: to remember. The amnesia resulting from acceleration has ideological 
outcomes. Being unable to remember the past means not having a grip on the present 
and not being able to conceive of alternative futures. Amnesia thus has the effect of 
preserving the status quo (see De Cock et al 2012; Jameson 2003).  
It is ICTs (Information and Communications Technologies) that have enabled this 
acceleration (see Hope 2011; Castells 2000; Fuchs 2015). In turn, a feature of the 
resulting “liquid reality” is the “media torrent” and “information overload” (Gitlin 2001). 
Just as other companies are speeding up production and exchange, media companies 
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are constantly trying to produce more content faster, and the result is a relentless ‘tor-
rent’ of images and sounds. This is a major contributor to the disorientation people 
experience in relation to space and time (See Taussig 2006; Huyssen 2000; Rosen-
berg and Feldman 2008). Taussig (2006, 63) writes of “a consciousness so prone to 
rapid processing of stimuli that it undermines both memory itself and the ability to ex-
perience”. News media play a crucial role in this “information overload”. In the age of 
24/7 multi-platform “fast news”, news agendas move at “warp speed” (Kovach and 
Rosenstiel 1999, 5). It has been claimed that this acceleration of news has caused a 
“collapse in memory” (Hoskins 2004). Thus, journalism is embedded in and contributes 
to the dynamics of capitalism associated with the acceleration of time, and the resulting 
amnesia of our age.  
The same conditions leading to acceleration, the media torrent, and pervasive social 
amnesia also lead to specific practices of journalistic forgetting. Many claim that the 
pressures on journalists in the age of “fast” capitalism (Agger 2004), in which media 
organisations are focused more than ever on cutting costs and raising revenue, has 
led to poor quality journalism or “churnalism” (Davies 2009). A number of journalistic 
practices associated with “churnalism” can be conceptualised in terms of forgetting. 
These include relying more heavily on official sources, news wire and public relations 
material; not having time to follow up stories; extreme simplification and not having 
time or expertise to provide context; and failing to hold the powerful to account, through 
lack of time, autonomy or resources. These practices lead to content that exhibits mul-
tiple modes of forgetting. They have ideological outcomes, if ideology is defined as a 
system of ideas that can “contribute to establishing, maintaining and changing social 
relations” (Fairclough 2003, 9; in Devereux 2011, 104). Five types of news forgetting 
are summarised below. Media scholars have been analysing the first three types for 
decades from the perspectives of selection, omission and framing. Recasting them in 
terms of forgetting helps to illuminate them from a new perspective, to understand more 
fully the ideological roles of news within contemporary “fast” capitalism, and to grasp 
the relationship between news and news satire in new ways. The fourth and fifth types 
are more uniquely and complexly to do with forgetting, involving the news erasing and 
rewriting its own past coverage.  
2.1. The Always Already Forgotten 
Of course, certain events and places never make it into the news. They are always 
already forgotten. Journalists themselves admit that there are “forgotten countries” 
(Benthall 1993, 28). In the ‘western’ world, news outlets rely for most of their interna-
tional news on just two wire agencies: Associated Press (based in the US) and Reuters 
(based in the UK) (Davies 2009; Paterson 2007). According to Davies (2009, 104), 
some 80 countries, around 40% of the world’s nations, have no print bureau from either 
agency. 130 countries have no TV bureau from either agency. “News centres” and 
“news peripheries” are thus created, largely reflecting the global pecking order of con-
temporary capitalism (van Ginneken 1998). The forgetting of certain places can be said 
to have ideological effects, naturalising an imperialistic global economic order. There 
are also always already forgotten voices, meaning that certain perspectives will be 
marginalised or omitted altogether, while elite perspectives are universalised. As we 
will see, satire can “give the news a memory” in the sense of offering alternative per-
spectives and a critical layer both on stories themselves and the way stories are con-
structed in the news. It does not, however, tend to remember “forgotten countries”. 
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2.2. Oblivion 
When a place or event does make it into the news, usually, after a few days or weeks, 
it will be promptly forgotten. A number of scholars have pointed out that the nature of 
news flows, with their emphasis on the very latest happenings, means we are con-
stantly forgetting previous events. Paul Lazarsfeld wrote back in 1941 that “Today we 
live in an environment where […] news comes like a shock every few hours; where 
new news programs keep us from ever finding out the details of the previous news” (in 
van Ginneken 1998, 109). This process has sped up to the point where the news for-
gets history almost as quickly as it reports it. Sometimes events will fall quickly into 
oblivion, in that we won’t even remember that they were ever in the news at all. Satire 
does not usually combat oblivion by offering the kinds of follow-up that the news fails 
to provide. However, the fact that satires tend to be less disposable than news may 
mean they can provide this kind of remembering. 
2.3. Forgotten Pasts 
When stories do make the news, there tends to be a chronic lack of historical context. 
Although Edy, in her 1999 article about journalistic memory cited above, observes ex-
amples of past events being used in news to contextualise the present, this is relatively 
rare. The absence of context is especially conspicuous in television news, which needs 
to cram each story into a couple of minutes, and moves at a frantic pace. For example, 
the Glasgow Media Group’s study of television news coverage of the Israel-Palestine 
conflict found that one BBC journalist was actually instructed by his editor not to do 
“explainers” and to focus on “bang bang stuff” (Philo and Berry 2004, 102). When ex-
planations were given at all they were often “brief and enigmatic” (Ibid., 99). The ob-
session with the present at the expense of historical context is perhaps the most direct 
way in which news contributes to capitalism’s ‘eternal present’ more broadly. If we 
conceptualise the focus on the present in individual stories together with the “media 
torrent”, we can imagine an incessant parade of de-contextualised presents, in which 
it is impossible for citizens to get their bearings. We will see that satire can help combat 
this by providing historical context to stories. 
2.4. Rewriting History 
Sometimes events are not always already forgotten or quickly consigned to oblivion. 
They can stay in the news for months as they develop, and can be regularly recalled 
over periods of years. A good example is the Iraq War, beginning in 2003. In the UK, 
politicians still periodically appear on the news claiming that they voted for the war 
because they trusted the intelligence that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass de-
struction that could be deployed in 45 minutes. However, that claim had been strongly 
disputed prior to the war, and those disputes had been all over the news at the time 
(O’Neill 2002; Assinder 2002). The politician conveniently forgets this, and the journal-
ist, who presumably has the archive footage at their fingertips, complies with the for-
getting. This kind of news forgetting – where news media erases its own past coverage 
– allows politicians to rewrite history. The idea of rewriting history is not new. What is 
remarkable is the speed at which this rewriting takes place. The events are only a few 
years old and well within living memory. One can imagine the kinds of alienation that 
are generated by the combination of these specific instances of the news forgetting its 
own coverage and the relentless reiteration of this forgetting in the “media torrent”, in 
which history is swept away in its tide. We will explore an example, in the US context, 
of a satire using archive footage to combat this kind of forgetting. 
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2.5. Hyper-Amnesia 
An even more extreme form of this phenomenon, of the news forgetting or misremem-
bering its own past coverage, can be seen in the coverage of the economic turmoil 
afflicting the world since the 2008 financial crash. The author (2018) has carried out a 
study on the UK news coverage of the economic crisis in its different guises over eight 
years. The overall findings were that, as the crisis has evolved and mutated, it has 
been continually reframed in the news. Its causes have been forgotten and reconfig-
ured, and this has helped to naturalise policy-responses – including austerity and 
‘trickle-down’ measures such as tax cuts for the rich, privatisations and deregulation – 
that might have seemed absurd under a different framing. Often the root causes were 
not reported even at the onset of the crisis, but certainly more so than in the following 
months and years (Basu 2018). In the case of the Iraq War, the conflict has been in 
and out of the media eye intermittently since 2002. In the case of the economic crisis, 
not only are events more recent, but this crisis has never left the public eye – it has 
been constantly in the media since 2008. Thus, history is being rewritten as it is hap-
pening. Even more audaciously, history is being rewritten in full public view. Again, 
techniques used by news satire, such as using archive footage and ‘redaction’ can 
help resist this kind of forgetting. It is to the work of news satire that we turn next. 
3. News Satire 
A scholarly field focusing on popular satire has sprung up in recent years in response 
to a blossoming of satire around the world, especially on television and online (see 
Jones 2010; Baym and Jones 2012; Gray et al. 2009; Sandvoss et al. 2012). The word 
‘satire’ is thought to derive from satura as used by Quintilian to denote Roman verse 
satire. Its origins have been traced back through Rome, ancient Greece and Egypt 
(Lichtheim 1973). The new scholarship engages with a long tradition in satire studies 
that reflects on the role of satire in society. Opinions differ widely as to the social func-
tions of satire. Most agree that it is a tool used to mock the powerful (ridicule of vulner-
able groups in the form of scapegoating is not usually considered satire, though it is by 
some. See Jones 2010; Elliott 1960; Kuipers 2015). Some claim satire aims to directly 
incite action for social change (Quintero 2008, 3). Others, on the contrary, argue that 
satire plays a conservative role, channelling anger at injustice into an acceptable form 
of humour (Eco 1984). Still others claim that satire instead plays pedagogical and crit-
ical roles (see Test 1991; Griffin 1995; Baym and Jones 2012). Through its subversive 
humour, satire educates audiences on the subject of its attack, illuminating abuses of 
power. Developing this strand of thought, we might say that satire can fulfil a counter-
hegemonic function. The ultimate aim of its pedagogy is to persuade its audience that 
a certain aspect of society is unjust and to create a consensus critical of that aspect of 
society. In this way, it might have an indirect link to social change. Of course, a wide 
range of satire exists, from the banal to the radical (Frye 1957; Basu 2014), and a 
satire is always contained within its medium, which will itself be shot through with un-
even social relations (see Basu 2015). However, for now we can posit that it is at least 
possible that satire can conceivably fulfil a counter-hegemonic function. Satire, like 
social memory, has therefore very much to do with questions of power. 
 The recent work on satire often links the popularity of political and news satire to 
crises in public trust in politicians and journalists. Jones (2010) goes so far as to argue 
that what he calls “new political television”, with satire at its helm, is leading a challenge 
to the mainstream news as a privileged site for the production of truth. Being comedy, 
news satires do not have to abide by the conventions of news and current events pro-
gramming, and are thus free to provide alternative perspectives and critique. At the 
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very least, news satires offer a vent for the confusion, frustration and distrust generated 
by news. I would like to add a new perspective to the analysis of contemporary popular 
satire, and argue that news satire can help both critique and make sense of the news, 
and to some extent counter media amnesia by giving the news a memory via a number 
of memory practices. I am not arguing that the makers of satire necessarily have 
memory on their minds, but nevertheless, news satires do often routinely perform 
memory work. Five memory practices are identified and will be explored below: the 
use of archive footage; redaction; historical context; tracking the development of news 
stories over time; and genealogies of the news as an institution. These fall into two 
categories: those that remember the events reported on by the news, and those that 
remember the formal conventions of the news itself. The analysis focuses on the 
‘meso’ level of practices and modes of memory but links back to the ‘macro’ theories 
of memory, amnesia, acceleration and the “media torrent” described above. 
4. Method 
The remainder of this article analyses the different ways in which news satires give 
news a memory. It focuses on one show from the US, The Daily Show, and one from 
the UK, Newswipe. The focus here is on television satires due to the phenomenal suc-
cess of “new political television”. As will be discussed, media convergence means that 
the TV satires can be readily viewed online (I watched all of them online). But made-
for-TV satires tend to have a lot more resources and so will likely be qualitatively dif-
ferent from those made to be posted online. No doubt satires circulating online are 
interesting from the perspective of memory, and would be a good topic for further re-
search (for example, we collected 55 satirical memes about Donald Trump on Insta-
gram in two days, several of which use memory as part of their satirical strategy).  
 The two programmes were chosen because they are particularly interesting to ana-
lyse from the perspective of memory. No doubt there are other satires that perform 
important memory work from different parts of the world. Future research could attempt 
comparative studies. The aim of this article is rather to begin to theorise news and 
news satire in terms of memory and forgetting, and identify some first patterns of re-
membering and forgetting. There is a relatively close relationship between the US and 
UK media cultures. Britain has a rich tradition of satire on both TV and radio, and British 
satire has often been the inspiration for the US variety (see Gray et al. 2009), while 
British news satires often take on US news. At the same time, the two programmes 
are very different in terms of their longevity and reach, and are embedded in two dif-
ferent national media systems. Some of these differences will be drawn out below. 
Textual analysis was performed on clips chosen for their indication of the types of 
memory work performed by the satires. The Daily Show will be used to explore memory 
strategies of using archive footage, redaction, and historical context. Newswipe will be 
used to exemplify tracking stories over time and genealogies of news as an institution. 
5. The Daily Show 
The Daily Show began on Comedy Central in 1996 but really came into its own in 1999 
when John Stewart took the helm as host. It is still going, now with Trevor Noah as 
host. Touting itself as a fake news show, it actually combines news parody with both 
ironic and serious discussion of current affairs and straight interviews with public fig-
ures. It has a huge following and has become a noteworthy source of news in itself 
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(see Jones 2010). It self-consciously aims to fill the democratic deficit left by the main-
stream media, and holds to account both the politicians who have been let off the hook 
by the “fourth estate” and the media itself. It uses memory to do this.  
5.1. Archive Footage 
One critical strategy for which The Daily Show is well-known is its use of archive foot-
age to counter politicians’ attempts to rewrite history. During the Iraq War, it became 
an important site for attempting to manoeuvre through the web of deceit woven by the 
Bush administration. The use of archive footage was one of the key tactics in doing so. 
To give one example, the edition from June 21, 2004 covers the 9/11 Commission 
report, which revealed that the government had been wrong in its claim that there was 
a connection between Iraq and Al Qaida – a primary justification for the invasion. We 
are shown a clip from a recent CNBC interview with then-Vice President Dick Cheney, 
in which he denies that he ever made such a link, insisting he “absolutely never said” 
that an alleged meeting between a 9/11 hijacker and an Iraqi government agent had 
been “pretty well confirmed”. This then cuts to a shot of Stewart scratching his chin in 
puzzlement, and then to a replay of Cheney’s appearance on NBC’s Meet the Press 
from December 2001, in which he says precisely that the meeting had been “pretty 
well confirmed”. Journalists from the New York Times once asked Stewart how The 
Daily Show had been so successful at “digging up [news] clips catching the president 
and other officials contradicting themselves”. He responded “A clerk and a video ma-
chine”, dumbfounded that he was being asked by the most influential newspaper in the 
world how to be a journalist (Jones 2010).  
 Instead of complying with the erasure and rewriting of history described above, this 
kind of remembering tries to resist such rewriting. The Daily Show does not offer ideas 
that undermine capitalism or its “political supplement”, liberal democracy (Žižek 2007). 
Most popular TV satires defend liberal democratic values against what are seen as 
abuses by its institutions (see Basu 2014). In this way they can be said to perform a 
practical immanent critique (Adorno 2003/1951), pointing to the gap between liberal 
democratic theory and the reality of the public sphere within capitalism. The Daily 
Show’s use of archive footage can be considered counter-hegemonic along two di-
mensions. It performs an immanent critique, exposing and critiquing the reality of the 
political system. And it fights the kinds of social amnesia that can lead to political pa-
ralysis on the part of citizens. 
5.2. Redaction 
The Daily Show is not just known for playing single clips of archive footage, but for its 
use of redaction as a key means to expose simultaneously the hypocrisy of politicians 
and the complicity of the mainstream news media. Redaction involves editing together 
different pieces of footage. It has been an effective technique during the financial crisis. 
When, in 2013, $85 billion of automatic spending cuts were activated because con-
gress had failed to agree spending and tax reforms, The Daily Show announced the 
news by redacting the headlines from multiple news programmes. Stewart then begins 
his commentary by explaining: “The sequester is here, the arbitrary budget cuts that 
were so onerous congress would never allow the sequester to take effect – remem-
ber??” This cuts to redacted footage of five different officials and commentators on 
different platforms on different dates claiming that the cuts would not take place, ending 
with Obama stating “it will not happen”. Cut back to Stewart who exclaims “of course it 
willen’t!”  
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Jones (2010), via John Hartley, points to what he calls a current “redactional culture”, 
whereby citizens and alternative media can participate in “culture jamming”. According 
to Michael Strangelove, “Commercial media inhibits audiences’ ability to see intercon-
nections, cumulate information, organise it into patterns, and draw conclusions about 
actions and consequences within the social system” (quoted in Jones 2010, 126). This 
is particularly true of the financial crisis coverage, which has simultaneously given us 
a glimpse of the workings of capital and managed to confuse the situation comprehen-
sively through hyper-amnesia, described above. For Jones, redaction can lead “to new 
truths or the contestation of truths offered by traditional sources” (2009, 134). The Daily 
Show takes such techniques to a mass audience on television, again doing the work 
of the fourth estate that journalism is supposed to do but rarely does. Similarly to the 
use of individual clips of archive footage, this kind of memory work both critiques and 
resists the rewriting of recent history, and might in that double sense be said to play a 
counter-hegemonic role. By editing together multiple clips, redaction lends additional 
emphasis, and extra humour, to its critique of and resistance against political amnesia 
and misremembering. US President Donald Trump has offered a field day for this kind 
of redactive memory work online (see YouTube 2016; CNN 2016). 
5.3. Historical Context 
The third type of memory work performed by The Daily Show is to provide historical 
context to particular news items. As Baym (2005) points out, The Daily Show often 
gives single-issue coverage for as long as eight minutes, “often providing background 
information and drawing historical linkages of the sort uncommon to television news” 
(264). Furthermore, Baym explains that Stewart’s commentary sits alongside the other 
segments of the show, including serious, extended interviews with public figures who 
might be able to shed new light on the issue at hand, and it is through this multiplicity 
of discursive positions that The Daily Show makes sense of world events. Stewart’s 
interviews are self-consciously dialogic rather than collusive or confrontational, provid-
ing more opportunity for important information to surface and be explained. It is this 
interview style that Baym argues enacts a more “deliberative democracy”. In this way, 
The Daily Show provides a corrective to journalism’s chronic lack of historical context, 
discussed earlier. This serves a pedagogical function, giving viewers the opportunity 
to learn more about current events. In addition, as before, in countering amnesia it 
helps provide some orientation in time that is crucial to the ability to understand the 
present and possibly imagine alternative futures. 
6. Newswipe 
Newswipe is a British satire by Charlie Brooker, who is a well-known figure in the UK 
and is best known internationally for his dystopian sci-fi series Black Mirror. Newswipe 
ran for two series in 2009 and 2010, with six episodes in each series. Brooker also 
does a yearly Wipe on BBC2 every January in which he satirically dissects the year’s 
stories. Although Newswipe was only a small BBC4 production, it has had dispropor-
tional influence, with one segment entitled “How to Report the News” receiving more 
than 2.5 million views on YouTube. It combines loose parody, sophisticated discussion 
of the workings of news, and absurdist – often obscene – humour, which frequently 
deteriorates into Brooker shouting “Fuck off!” at the TV. Its stated aim is to try and 
make sense of “what the bloody hell’s been going on” in the bizarre world of news. The 
set alternates between a mock newsroom and Brooker’s own living room, in which he 
watches TV from his sofa. As well as Brooker’s narratives, the show contains packages 
from comedians, academics and journalists about aspects of the news. In addition to 
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offering context and a critical layer on top of news stories, Newswipe also deconstructs 
the conventions of news itself, through its memory work. 
6.1. Tracking News Stories over Time 
In the pilot episode, Brooker discusses the conflict in Georgia in 2009, which “domi-
nated the headlines all week much like a rhino would dominate a school photograph”. 
Like other “forgotten countries”, Georgia was a place about which few people in the 
UK or US, including journalists, knew very much, and which only popped into the news 
because of a conflict that potentially affected the West. In a few seconds Brooker man-
ages to give more historical context than the television news provided in any single 
edition during the whole conflict:  
 
While the pictures may have been simple, the background 
to the conflict wasn’t, because everything to do with the 
Caucasus is incredibly complicated. It’s a region heaving 
with pipelines, place names that resemble Countdown co-
nundrums, and a bodge of geographical boundaries drawn 
up years ago by Stalin that don’t reflect the competing eth-
nic interests underneath. (Brooker 2009b) 
 
This historical introduction of the Georgian conflict is then followed by an in-depth 
analysis of how the events had been reported over the past week, tracking the 
development of news coverage of a particular story over time. This is a benefit of the 
programme’s format as a weekly series: each episode can chart a development within 
news coverage over a number of days, carrying out a kind of mapping that can help 
viewers resist being swept up in the media torrent. This is unlike The Daily Show and 
other big US satires like The Colbert Report, which air almost daily and might therefore 
be seen as contributing to the media torrent (this issue is explored further in the 
conclusion). Brooker begins by explaining that when the war broke out, most foreign 
correspondents were in Beijing covering the Olympics, so newsrooms were forced to 
rely on newswires and press releases for their information. Partly for this reason, the 
pro-western, media-savvy Georgian premiere, Mikheil Saakashvili, was immediately 
painted as the hero of the conflict. The good and bad guys having been established, 
Brooker explains how the emphasis then shifted to the danger and excitement of it all. 
Spectacular news clips are set against the theme tune from Rocky, and intercut with 
Brooker on his sofa saying things like “Awesome!” and “Intense!” in the kind of 
American accent you would hear in a trailer for a Hollywood movie. This rapidly cuts 
to disturbing images of injured and dead people and Brooker deflatedly saying “Oh”. 
The next development we are shown – through redacted footage from news 
channels from both the UK and US – is the way in which reference to the Cold War 
crept in and began to dominate. After showing a collection of reporters asking “Are we 
witnessing the start of a new Cold War?”, Brooker replies, “I don’t know but with any 
luck if you keep saying it maybe we will”. The segment ends with a piece about public 
relations: Georgia had apparently issued almost hourly press releases to help state its 
case. The segment on Georgia lasts about six minutes, during which we are treated to 
two modes of memory work: historical context of the events themselves (as explored 
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in relation to The Daily Show), and charting how the news coverage of the events 
developed over a period of time. 
The technique of remembering how news stories develop over time is a regular fea-
ture of the show. Along with the Georgian conflict, Newswipe also tracks the develop-
ment of news narratives about the 2010 Haiti earthquake and the G20 protests in Lon-
don 2009, as well as charting the posthumous smear campaign waged against Jean 
Charles de Menezes, an innocent man who was shot in the back and killed by police 
after a terror scare. It is very important because it creates the space to understand how 
news narratives can morph over time (as in the case of the economic crisis and “hyper-
amnesia” described above), whose interests this can serve, and the factors behind 
this, and to find some footing amidst these rapidly shifting and forgetful narratives. In 
doing so, it also serves a critical-pedagogical function, informing viewers about some 
of the problematic features of journalism discussed earlier on, such as the herd-like 
behaviour of journalists, the role of PR, ‘infotainment’ and extreme simplification. This 
kind of memory work is therefore resistant in the double sense described above. It 
performs an immanent critique, comparing how liberal democratic institutions (in this 
case journalism rather than politics) should work with how they do work. And it provides 
some degree of orientation within the media torrent. 
Had the reader of this article forgotten about the conflict in Georgia? As mentioned, 
news satires do not tend to remember that which is “always already forgotten” – they 
are based on the big news stories. Nor do they intentionally retrieve stories from obliv-
ion. However, satires are less disposable than news. The clip of Newswipe on Youtube 
referred to above was first uploaded in 2010 and if the comments are anything to go 
by is still being viewed in 2017. Both The Daily Show and Newswipe (and many other 
TV satires) are available to buy on DVD or on iTunes. There is a question, then, of 
whether news satires can counter the amnesia of oblivion. This is not to do with the 
format of the satire or memory strategies embedded in its content, but to do with its 
modes of reception: its durability compared with news. 
6.2. News Genealogies 
The segments tracking the development of news coverage over a few days often sit 
alongside a fifth and final type of memory work performed by news satires: longer term 
genealogies of the news as an institution. Since the focus of Newswipe is television 
news, these genealogies usually stretch back to the beginnings of television. Examples 
are the history of news graphics, news scares, and the relationship between politicians 
and journalists. The genealogies usually take the form of Brooker briskly explaining the 
given aspect, set against fast-cut archive footage spliced with the show’s own, usually 
ridiculous, graphics illustrating what is being said. Brooker will include humorous and 
often insulting elements into his narrative, and will occasionally disrupt the flow of in-
formation to shout profanities at the television or at the viewer. 
In the final episode of the first series, a history of the press is given. Brooker begins: 
“Once upon a time the news used to be printed on sheets of ‘paper’ using something 
called ‘ink’”. He explains that since the beginning of the twentieth century the press 
has had to keep pace with young “whippersnapper” technologies such as radio and 
particularly television, and has thus been forced to switch focus away from breaking 
the news towards “snazzy photographs and human interest pieces”. He goes on to 
explain that the rise of the Internet and the ensuing depletion of newspaper advertising 
revenues have rapidly accelerated the shift from newspapers as news vessels to “life-
style comics”. The mid-market press is full of scare stories, house prices and moral 
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campaigns, while the tabloids have become “violently dispiriting celebrity gossip rags”. 
Moving on to broadsheets, Brooker continues,  
 
The quality press for its part has a demented emphasis on 
opinion pieces [...] and when they’re not full of that they’re 
running wanky lifestyle features about which expensive de-
signer shoe goes best with your organic food delivery […] 
(2009a) 
 
Brooker then goes on to discuss the migration of newspapers online, where not enough 
money is being generated to meet costs, so that many titles are cutting back and some 
local papers are closing down altogether. In short, “being a newspaper journalist right 
now must be about as much fun as gargling cold cow piss for a living”. These geneal-
ogies thus address issues to do with “fast news” and “churnalism” described in the first 
part of this article. They also offer a kind of ‘meta-memory’ that reminds us that the 
news is a construct that changes over time, and that it cannot be understood apart 
from the historical socio-economic processes in which it is embedded. In this sense, 
Newswipe abides by Fredric Jameson’s (2002) first rule to beat the alienation caused 
by capitalist amnesia: “always historicise!” Again, then, its memory work can be de-
scribed as doubly resistant. 
7. Conclusion 
Rather than helping viewers to understand the events it reports, modern news renders 
it impossible to make sense of what is happening in the world. This is in part due to the 
multiple patterns of forgetting built into its flows, which are in turn caused by political 
economic factors. Whole countries are always already forgotten, or sporadically rise 
from and fall back into journalistic oblivion. Historical context is forgotten. Politicians 
are permitted to rewrite histories so recent they are barely even past. News narratives 
continually forget themselves. Mainstream news can be said to follow the logic of in-
strumental reason (Horkheimer 1947). Fuchs (2014) writes that within mainstream me-
dia there are both economic and ideological dimensions of instrumental reason, with 
news commodification and advertising on the one hand and the narrowly circumscribed 
and therefore distorted version of the world presented in news on the other. The two 
are of course linked. We can add a more abstract level of analysis to this by considering 
the temporal aspect. Economic instrumentality leads to faster news and the “media 
torrent”, which in turn not only presents a distorted version of reality but short-circuits 
the ability of people to orient themselves within and process reality.  
In response to this crisis in journalism, news satires have risen up around the world. 
They both mock the news and try to make sense of it, both in terms of its conventions 
and the events it reports. A crucial way they do this is by giving the news a memory. 
The five memory practices discussed were the use of archive footage; redaction; sup-
plying historical context to news items; tracking how particular stories develop over 
time; and providing historical narratives of the news as an institution. The mode of 
mocking humour in which this memory work is performed is essential. Through satiric 
strategies of mimicry, exaggeration, irony and juxtaposition, satire interrogates and ed-
ucates. Moreover, perhaps it is the humour which makes the satires themselves so 
memorable: studies show that humorous material tends to be recalled at higher rates 
than non-humorous material (Carlson 2011). Meanwhile, audiences tend to forget 
broadcast news almost immediately (Gunter 1990; Nordenstreng 1971, in Glasgow 
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University Media Group 1976, 10). By giving the news a memory, these “fake news” 
satires can therefore help combat the ideological effects of both “fake news” and “real 
news”. 
The “new political television” scholars with whom I have been engaging do not claim 
that the work done by these television satires is radical, and neither do I. Neither of the 
satires discussed want to overcome liberal democracy or capitalism. Moreover, there 
is the question of whether it is even possible for a medium as top-down as television 
to offer an art which is revolutionary (see Basu 2015). Something similar could be said 
about satire online, given the control of the Internet by vast corporations (see 
McChesney 2014; Curran et al. 2016). These programmes – especially the huge US 
ones like The Daily Show – are very much part of the dynamics of capitalism producing 
amnesia. It is no coincidence that these are on TV almost daily and are therefore con-
tributing to the temporality of the “media torrent”. Indeed, the flourishing of satire TV in 
the US was enabled by the same developments that have ratcheted up acceleration in 
the neoliberal era: “a changing technological infrastructure that allowed for a large 
number of channels to deliver diversified programming via cable and satellite, wide-
spread access to digital technologies of production and distribution, and the conglom-
eration and integration of ownership over multiple media platforms” (Imre 2012, 131).  
However, the memory work these satires perform can be considered at least par-
tially resistant in a double sense. In response to the instrumental reason of mainstream 
media, it performs an immanent critique of (neo)liberal democracy. And it gets us closer 
to a kind of “cognitive mapping” (Jameson 1991), helping people make sense of the 
news by orienting themselves a little in respect to its forgetful flows. In any case, at the 
very least, these satires can remind us that we are not the only ones shouting at our 
TV sets. 
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